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‘Time is running out’: My fight with stage 4 breast cancer
Buy The Cancer Journals Special ed. by Professor Audre Lorde
(ISBN: Zero distractions. .. for which she won numerous
awards, including the American Book Award for A This book is
an account of her experience of having breast cancer. The
author does well to describe what has become a battle for a
patient to be.
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This piece is part of the "My Breast Cancer Story" project. I
chose instead to see this as a celebration of my fight and an
outpouring of love and support. I've chosen to make this
somewhat radical decision so I won't have to face .. on the
Connecticut shore preteens who wrote in our diaries together.
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Nicholas Gonzalez MD in October Two volumes documenting of
their successful case studies can be found. The nutritional
world then, as it is today, was surely confusing, with various
scientists, physicians, and lay authors promoting one diet or
another, often — as in the case of Atkins and Pritikin —
offering completely contradictory dietary recommendations.
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There is no other land; there is no other life but. That in
itself is an accomplishment. ButI'mnotsureifwe'llbeableto.This
technology, which is noninvasive and delivers high-dose,
targeted radiation, is now our only chance of extending our
lives. This is the only national or international ovarian
cancer organization which can provide multiple matches for
women seeking to contact other ovarian cancer fighters with
similar circumstances, such as geographic region, unusual cell
type or treatment, age or stage at diagnosis, side effects,
family situation.
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